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Feedback from Reading Quiz

I “pointers are tough to understand. i dont understand when to
use * and &!

I It boils down to two rules
I 1. If we have a pointer variable p and we want the value that

it points to, use *p
I 2. If we have a variable i and we want a pointer to that

variable, use &i

void doSomething (int *i);

int age;

I This function wants a pointer to an integer (i.e. the memory
address of an integer)

I We cannot pass age; it’s not the right type!

I &age is the correct type



Feedback from Reading Quiz...

This is not valid!

int i;

float *f; /*pointer to float*/

f = &i; /*what type is &i?*/

I f is a pointer to a float

I It cannot point to an int, or anything else that is not a float

I “how can we perform arithmetic with *a if *a is just a pointer
to a memory location?”



Functions Returning Values

I So far, our functions have not returned anything to their
callers

I These functions are called commands
I Their definition always looks like void funcName (...)

I We can also write functions that return a value to their caller
I These functions are called queries, and are closer to the

notion of a methematical function
I Their definition has the form <type> funcName (...)
I Queries use the return statement to terminate the function,

and return a value of type <type> to the caller



ConcepTest

Consider the following function.

double f (double x) {

double y;

if (x < 0)

y = x * x * x;

else

y = x * x;

return y;

}

Assuming the declaration of double variable q, what is assigned to
q by the statement q = f(1) + 2 + f(2)?

I A. 6

I B. 7

I C. 9

I D. 11



Example: Getting a Letter

Write a function that continues to ask the user for a letter of the
alphabet, until

I they enter a lowercase letter, or

I they enter an uppercase letter.

Return the valid letter.



Pointer Parameters

I The following function tries to swap the arguments passed to
it, but it does not work!

I The reason is that m and n inside of the function are just
copies of the values of a and b outside of the function

void swap (int m, int n) { /*BAD!*/

int temp = m;

m = n;

n = temp;

}

int main (void) {

int a = 3, b = 4;

swap (a, b); /*no good!*/

...



Pointer Parameters...

I If we want to swap a and b, we can’t directly pass their values
(3 and 4) to swap

I When we do, swap gets a new 3 and a new 4, totally distinct
from the ones we want to swap

I Instead, what if we pass the memory locations where a and b

are stored?

I Swap would then have the location where 3 is stored, and the
location where 4 is stored

I If it then put the 4 in 3’s location, and put the 3 in 4’s
location, a and b would be swapped

I We know how to pass memory locations of variables — we
use &!



Pointer Parameters...

void swap (int m, int n)

I swap thinks its getting two int variables, but we want to pass
two memory locations

I Memory locations are also called memory addresses or
pointers

I We have to change the definition of swap to allow it to take
two pointers to integers, not two integers

I In variable and parameter declarations, the * means “pointer
to”



Pointer Parameters...

void swap (int *m, int *n)

I Now, we’re properly taking two memory locations

I We don’t want to swap the values of the locations — we want
to swap the integers stored at those locations

I Using *m means “get the value of what m points to”

void swap (int *m, int *n) {

int temp = *m;

*m = *n;

*n = temp;

}


